PRODUCT CONSTRUCTION EXAMPLE

MATERIAL OPTIONS
- 1.5" Cast Acrylic (Limitations Apply)

BACK OPTIONS
- Clear Acrylic
- Translucent White Acrylic

FACE OPTIONS
- Translucent White Acrylic
- 3M Translucent Vinyl

MOUNTING OPTIONS
- Studs with Spacers
- Detachable Studs

DETAIL DW SCALE 1:2

FRONT VIEW SCALE 1:5

SECTION A-A

ISOMETRIC BACK VIEW SCALE 1:3

1/4" Sidewalls

Translucent White Acrylic
Or Translucent Vinyl Face

Returns Painted Opaque Color

3/16" Acrylic Back

Removable Back
(See Detail DW)

12 VDC Hole PositionVaries

10-24 Studs

PRODUCT TYPE:
LUXE

FACE AND HALO LIT L - 200, L - 800

MATERIAL:
CAST ACRYLIC FACE AND RETURN ACRYLIC BACK

SCALE: AS INDICATED
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